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If a linguistic sign is involved in a grammaticalization process, it undergoes changes on both 
of its sides: form and meaning. As far as formal changes are concerned, the unidirectional 
cline CONTENT ITEM > GRAMMATICAL WORD > clitic > INFLECTIONAL affix > zero 
seems to be largely unproblematic. Reduction processes on the formal side of a sign, such as 
the gradual loss of its phonological substance and its increasing fusion with other signs, are 
strongly associated with grammaticalization.  
 In the traditional view, changes on the meaning side were usually associated with proc-
esses of ‘desemanticization’ or ‘semantic bleaching’, i.e. with the gradual loss of meaning 
(components) of a sign. Thus, reduction processes on the formal side were considered to par-
allel reduction processes on the meaning side of a sign. 
 Recently, the notion of semantic reduction has become more and more problematic. Par-
ticularly, it has been noted that the early stages of grammaticalization are characterized rather 
by a shift of meaning (‘pragmatic enrichment’) than by its loss.  
 Traugott has proposed a model that treats subjectification, i.e. making speaker’s attitude 
explicit, as the major type of semantic change. According to her, the shift of meaning (which 
is rather a gain) in the initial stages of grammaticalization is an instance of subjectification, 
which occurs due to ‘pragmatic strengthening’. 
 Langacker’s subjectification model, on the other hand, considers the shift of meaning to 
be a mere realignment of some meaning components of an item from the objective to the sub-
jective axis. Thus, there occurs no gain, but only a shift in meaning of an item involved in a 
grammaticalization process. 
 In this paper, I will try to show that these two subjectification models (though slightly 
different) apply to a certain type of grammaticalization cases. They are, namely, able to cap-
ture developments of grammatical categories pertaining to the field of (real) deixis (e.g. tense, 
person, factuality markers, etc.). However, if other grammatical categories are concerned (e.g. 
case markers, adpositions, passive markers, etc.), both subjectification models hardly apply. 
Since the latter do not contain the speaker’s perspective as their defining property, the phe-
nomenon of subjectification cannot explain their developments.  
 I will propose that, in (the initial stages of) grammaticalization, a change of meaning of 
an (originally lexical) item takes place, which may be best defined as a redistribution of cer-
tain semantic components between the item itself and some other sphere/entity outside this 
element. I propose three common types of the redistribution: 
 
(i)  Subjectification: A certain semantic component is usually realigned to the level of the 

communication act (most often including the speaker as its central participant). Gram-
matical markers arising via this shift always bear an inherent relationship to the speech 
event, specifying the status of lexical elements with respect to it.  

(ii)  A semantic component may be realigned to the textual / discourse level, whereby an 
item comes to serve as a grammatical marker (e.g. adpositions, case markers, clause 
linkage markers, discourse particles, etc.). Such markers always bear a close relationship 
to the text / discourse, identifying the relations of lexical elements within it. Note that no 
subjectification in the sense of (i) is involved. 

(iii)  Finally, semantic content of an item may be weakened, or ‘bleached’, thus becoming 
more abstract and schematic. Grammatical categories arising via this path (e.g. aspect 
markers, markers of number, gender, etc.) usually specify the status of the lexical ele-
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ments in regard to some general cognitive background dimensions (which are neither 
immediately given in the speech act nor present in the text). 


